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Abstract 
The widespread presence of antibiotic resistance and virulence among Staphylococcus 
isolates has been attributed to lateral genetic transfer (LGT) between different strains or 
species. However, there has been very little study of the extent of LGT in Staphylococcus 
species using a phylogenetic approach, particularly of the units of such genetic transfer. Here 
we report the first systematic study of the units of genetic transfer in 13 Staphylococcus 
genomes, using a rigorous phylogenetic approach. We found clear evidence of LGT in 26.1% 
of the 1354 homologous gene families examined, and possibly more in another 17.9% of the 
total families. Within-gene and whole-gene transfer contribute almost equally to the 
discordance of these gene families against a reference phylogeny. Comparing genetic transfer 
in single-copy and in multi-copy gene families, we found little functional bias in cases of 
within-gene (fragmentary) genetic transfer but substantial functional bias in cases of whole-
gene (non-fragmentary) genetic transfer, and we observed a higher frequency of LGT in 
multi-copy gene families. Our results demonstrate that LGT and gene duplication play an 
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important part among the factors that contribute to functional innovation in staphylococcal 
genomes. 
Introduction 
Staphylococcus species are a group of non-motile but invasive Gram-positive bacteria that 
have been associated to various pus-forming diseases in humans and other animals. 
Staphylococcus aureus is the most prominent pathogenic species in the genus, in which a 
variety of strains are found to colonise the nasal passages and skin in human, causing diverse 
illnesses that range from minor skin lesions or infections to life-threatening diseases e.g. 
meningitis, septicaemia and Toxic Shock Syndrome [1-3]. The other species of 
Staphylococcus, although lacking genes that encode virulence factors and toxins, have been 
found to cause a number of opportunistic infections in immune-compromised patients [4].  
One of the major problems in the prognosis of staphylococcal infections is the development 
of resistance in the bacteria to multiple antibiotics over the years. Penicillin was initially used 
for treatment of infections caused by S. aureus in 1940s, but a number of strains soon 
developed resistance to such antibiotics [5, 6]. Subsequent introduction of other antibiotics 
similar to penicillin, e.g. streptomycin, tetracycline and chloramphenicol, was also 
counteracted by the emergence of staphylococcal strains that are resistant; the beta-lactamase 
produced by these organisms can break down the beta-lactam ring, a core structure in 
penicillin and its related antibiotics [7]. Consequently, semi-synthetic antibiotics that are 
resistant to beta-lactamase (e.g. methicillin) and antibiotics with no beta-lactam ring (e.g. 
vancomycin) were developed, but isolates of S. aureus that are resistant to both types of 
antibiotics have been reported in recent years [8-12], suggesting that the list of antibiotics that 
can be used to treat staphylococcal infections is near exhaustion [13, 14]. 
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The widespread presence of antibiotic resistance in Staphyloccoccus species has been 
attributed to the susceptibility of the organisms to genetic transfer, in which the organisms 
acquire exogenous genetic material that codes for antibiotic resistance and maintain these 
sequences in the genome by selection [15]. In general, bacteria can share genes between 
different species or strains through lateral genetic transfer (LGT) via the mechanisms of 
transduction, transformation and/or conjugation. The exogenous genetic material can be 
integrated into the recipient genome through genetic recombination. In Staphylococcus, 
phage-mediated conjugation is one of the more common mechanisms of genetic transfer, in 
which the presence of bacteriophages can increase the adhesiveness of the bacterial cell 
surface and therefore assist in the conjugative transfer of genetic materials between two 
organisms [16].  
The genomic makeup of each strain or species of Staphylococcus can occur in the form of a 
single core genome, or as a core genome that co-exists with one or more accessory genomes 
e.g. plasmids, mobile genetic elements and pathogenicity islands. In a number of multiple 
loci sequence typing (MLST) studies examining variations of highly conserved housekeeping 
genes, the genes in the core genomes were found to conform largely to vertical inheritance 
[17-19]. Genes in the accessory genomes, however, were found to have arisen largely by 
genetic transfer and recombination events [14, 19]). A number of such genes are associated 
with virulence factors, e.g. ‘superantigen’ genes within pathogenicity islands that are 
implicated in toxic shock and food poisoning [14]. These studies demonstrate that genetic 
transfer, particularly LGT, is a major factor that contributes to the evolution of virulence and 
antibiotic resistance in Staphylococcus species. 
While a number of studies have examined the frequency of LGT in prokaryotes using 
rigorous phylogenetic approaches [20, 21], studies of LGT in Staphylococcus have been 
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limited. The extent of LGT in Staphylococcus species was first explored based on simple 
similarity matches among gene sequences [22]. A rigorous phylogenetic approach was 
adopted in a recent study to compare the phylogenies of putatively orthologous gene families 
from eight Staphylococcus genomes to a reference species phylogeny [23], in which 
pathogenicity-related and extra-chromosomal genes were found to be likely to have arisen via 
LGT. These studies have been based on the implicit assumption that the units of genetic 
transfer are whole genes; within-gene (fragmentary) genetic transfer was not considered. It 
has been shown, however, that the genetic material integrated in the LGT process can 
constitute an entire gene [24], a partial (fragmentary) gene [25, 26], or multiple (entire or 
fragmentary) adjacent genes [27, 28]. Studies that focus entirely on whole-gene transfer can 
underestimate the extent of LGT.  
We previously examined the units of genetic transfer in 144 prokaryote genomes using a 
comprehensive rigorous phylogenetic approach [29]. In that study, we focused on non-
duplicated genes from each genome to avoid the complications of paralogy in the inference of 
LGT. Here we report on the units of genetic transfer across 13 fully sequenced genomes of 
Staphylococus, with the inclusion of genes that have been duplicated in each genome. Within 
a gene family, the presence of two or more homologous gene copies from the same genome 
can be interpreted as paralogs (a result of within-genome duplication) or xenologs (a result 
from acquisition of a gene copy from an external source via LGT). Since we do not have 
prior knowledge on the origins of such multiple gene copies, herein we follow Lerat et al. in 
referring to them as synologs [21]. We characterise the frequencies of within- and whole-gene 
transfer in gene families that contain no synolog and those that contain one or more synologs, 
and discuss correlations with annotated gene functions. This represents the first systematic 
study on the units of genetic transfer in prokaryotes using a rigorous phylogenetic approach, 
in which duplicated gene copies have been considered.  
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Results 
We analysed the units of genetic transfer in 1354 protein-coding gene families from 13 fully 
sequenced genomes of Staphylococcus isolates. The 13 genomes represent four different 
species: S. aureus (9 isolates), S. epidermidis (2 isolates), S. haemophyticus (1 isolate) and S. 
saprophyticus (1 isolate). The representation of each genome in the 1354 gene families is 
shown in Figure 1. The only virulent species, S. aureus, is well-represented, with all but two 
S. aureus genomes represented in at least 1200 gene families. 
 
Figure 1. Representation of the 13 Staphylococcus strains within 1354 gene families. 
The genomes of S. aureus subsp. aureus N315 and Mu50 were the first of any 
Staphylococcus to be sequenced and released [22]; both strains were isolated from male 
patients with post-surgical wound infections in Japan. The strains MW2 [30] and MSSA476 
[31] are both isolates of community-acquired S. aureus infections; the strain COL [4] is the 
oldest isolate of methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) dating back to 1976; the strain 
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USA300 [32] was isolated from unassociated outbreaks of S. aureus infections in USA, 
Canada and Europe within the last decade; and the strain NCTC8325 [33] has been used as 
the generic representative strain of S. aureus in most genetic studies. The S. aureus strain 
MRSA252 [31] is a hospital-acquired MRSA, while RF122 [34] is a common strain 
associated with mastitis diseases in cattle. Two-thirds of the strains of S. aureus included in 
this study are methicillin-resistant, i.e. all except MSSA476, NCTC8325 and RF122. 
The other three species, S. epidermidis, S. haemolyticus and S. saprophyticus, are non-
virulent but have been associated with a number of opportunistic infections in immune-
compromised patients. S. epidermidis strain RP62A [4] is a pathogenic, slime-producing 
strain that can cause Toxic Shock Syndrome and scarlet fever, whereas the strain ATCC1228 
[35] of the same species is a non-biofilm forming and non-pathogenic strain that has been 
used for detecting residual antibiotics in food products. S. haemolyticus (strain JCSC1435) 
[36] and S. saprophyticus (strain ATCC 15305) [37] are generally opportunistic pathogens; S. 
haemolyticus infrequently causes soft tissue infections, and S. saprophyticus is predominantly 
implicated in genitourinary tract infections. 
The protein-coding sequences were initially clustered into 2924 protein families, 77 (2.6%) of 
which are of size N > 52. Many of these large families consist of proteins related to transport 
functions, including the largest family, with 1777 proteins related to the ATP-binding cassette 
(ABC) transporter, one of the largest protein families known in prokaryotes [38]. The second-
largest family is a 769-member cluster of proteins related to the phototransferase system 
(PTS), which is involved in sugar phosphorylation and regulation of metabolic processes 
[39]. Families with N < 4 do not contribute to meaningful phylogenetic inference, and 
phylogenetic inference for families with a large N is not only computationally intensive, but 
will be difficult to interpret with only 13 distinct isolates. We therefore restricted the dataset 
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to gene families with 4 ≤ N ≤ 52 after removal of identical sequences (see Materials and 
Methods). This yielded 1354 gene families with 4 ≤ N ≤ 41, as shown in Figure 2 (no family 
fell in the range N = 42-52). A total of 229 (15.7%) gene families are of size N = 8, and 197 
(14.5%) are of N = 9. The largest family in the dataset consists of 41 sequences that encode 
for putative nucleotidase proteins, while the second largest family has 39 putative proteins of 
guanosine- or inositol-monophosphate dehydrogenase.  
 
Figure 2. Size distribution of gene families examined in this study. 
Inference based on evidence of genetic transfer 
We examined the evidence of genetic transfer in the 1354 gene families, focusing on the units 
of such transfer in single- and multi-copy gene families. Single-copy gene families contain no 
within-genome duplicated genes, i.e. no genome is represented more than once in such a 
family. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, we assume that these genes share a 
common evolutionary origin prior to the divergence of these strains, i.e. to be orthologs. On 
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the other hand, multi-copy gene families contain one or more within-genome duplicates, and 
at least one genome is represented more than once in such a family. The additional gene 
copy, whichever it is (it is not necessary to distinguish the “original” from the duplicate), 
must either have arisen via a within-genome duplication event (i.e. be a paralog) or have been 
imported via LGT into the genome (i.e. be a xenolog). In the absence of prior  or external 
knowledge of their origin, we call them synologs [21]. The presence or absence of synologs 
necessarily affects how we interpret evidence of genetic transfer, as discussed below. 
Evidence of recombination (phylogenetic discrepancy) and inference of a breakpoint within 
the boundaries of the gene family is interpreted as within-gene (fragmentary) genetic transfer.  
Table 1 shows the possible interpretations of fragmentary transfer in single-copy (sc) and 
multi-copy (mc) gene families.  
Table 1. Inference based on evidence of within-gene transfer in single-copy (sc) and multi-copy (mc) gene 
families, for cases with negative evidence (neg) and positive evidence inferred as LGT (lgt). In the cases of 
multi-copy gene families, the suffix P denotes that synologs are paralogs, and X denotes that synologs are 
xenologs. P/X denotes that each synolog is either a paralog or a xenolog (but not both), while PX denotes that 
each synolog can have a complex history, i.e. be a paralog, a xenolog, or both. See text for details. 
 
Evidence of within-gene transfer 
Negative Positive 
(Single-copy gene 
families (sc) 
No LGT 
sc-neg 
Within-gene LGT between orthologs 
sc-lgt 
Multi-copy gene 
families (mc) 
No LGT 
mc-neg-P 
No synologs are 
recombinant 
(synolog = paralog) 
mc-lgt-P 
Some synologs are 
recombinant 
(synolog = paralog or 
xenolog) 
mc-lgt-P/X 
All synologs are 
recombinant 
(synolog = paralog 
and/or xenolog) 
mc-lgt-PX 
 
For those families in which we find no internal recombination breakpoint, we infer that there 
has been no within-gene transfer (sc-neg and mc-neg-P); in the latter case (multi-copy 
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families), all synologs are paralogs (P). We have already argued that phylogenetic 
discordance and discovery of a recombination breakpoint implies within-gene lateral genetic 
transfer (lgt). In single-copy families, such evidence (sc-lgt) can be interpreted (again, in the 
absence of evidence to the contrary) as LGT between orthologs. In multi-copy families, 
however, the situation is more complex: (a) if LGT is inferred within the family but subtrees 
that include synologs are not topologically incongruent with the reference tree (i.e. 
recombination has affected only sequences other than the synologs), then all synologs are 
paralogs (mc-lgt-P). (b) Where some but not all of the synologs are recombinant, the non-
recombinant synologs are native paralogs but the recombinants are xenologs (or more 
precisely, paralog-xenolog chimeras), and we denote this situation in the family by mc-lgt-
P/X. Where per-genome copy number is small, it is reasonable to assume (in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary) that the LGT event occurred subsequent to the within-genome 
duplication. (c) If, however, all synologs are detected as recombinant, we know that each is a 
xenolog (again, more precisely, a paralog-xenolog chimera); but it may be impossible to 
reconstruct the precise order of within-genome duplication, LGT and perhaps other (e.g. gene 
conversion or lineage-sorting) events that have produced this situation, which we denote mc-
lgt-PX. 
The interpretation is much the same in the case of whole-gene transfer, as shown in Table 2 
for single-copy (SC) and multi-copy (MC) gene families, although with a complication 
(discussed below) that arises from our methodological approach. We use capital letters to 
distinguish these families from those affected by fragmentary transfer (Table 1). In the case 
of single-gene families, both alternatives (SC-neg and SC-LGT) exactly parallel those for 
within-gene transfer, with whole-gene LGT in single-copy families again interpreted as 
involving orthologs. In multi-copy families, the situation is again more complex: (a) if LGT 
is inferred within the family but the synologs are not implicated, then all synologs are 
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paralogs (MC-LGT-P). (b) Where some but not all of the synologs are recombinant, the non-
recombinant synologs are native paralogs but the recombinants are xenologs (not chimeras, 
as these genes have been transferred in their entirety), and we denote this situation in the 
family by MC-LGT-P/X with the same qualification as in the case of within-gene transfer. (c) 
If all synologs are recombinant, we infer that each is a xenolog throughout its coding region, 
although as before it may be impossible to reconstruct the precise order of within-genome 
duplication, LGT and perhaps other events that have produced this situation, which we 
denote MC-LGT-PX. 
Table 2. Inference based on evidence of whole-gene transfer in single-copy (SC) and multi-copy (MC) gene 
families, for cases with negative evidence (neg) and positive evidence inferred as LGT (LGT). The capital letters 
in the labels distinguish these cases from the within-gene transfer shown in Table 1. Labels otherwise follow the 
conventions introduced in Table 1. See text for details. 
 
Evidence of whole-gene transfer 
Negative Positive 
Single-copy gene families (SC) 
No LGT 
SC-neg 
Whole-gene LGT involving orthologs 
SC-LGT 
Multi-copy gene families (MC) 
No LGT 
MC-neg-P 
No recombining 
sequences are 
synologs 
(synolog = 
paralog) 
MC-LGT-P 
Some 
recombining 
sequences are 
synologs 
(synolog = 
paralog or 
xenolog) 
MC-LGT-P/X 
All recombining 
sequences are 
synologs 
(synolog = 
paralog and/or 
xenolog) 
MC-LGT-PX 
 
The complication, mentioned above, concerns the evidentiary basis on which we identify 
none, some, or all synologs as recombinant via whole-gene transfer. In our approach, families 
for which evidence of genetic transfer is detected in the first phase (see Methods and 
Materials) are examined more rigorously to identify recombination breakpoint(s). The 
software (DualBrothers [40]) we found optimal for this latter task works by identifying the 
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point(s) at which phylogenetic trees inferred for the sequence regions to the immediate left 
and right disagree. These trees can be recovered and compared with the reference supertree, 
making it straightforward to identify recombinant region(s) within-gene. Where no 
breakpoint can be identified, it is necessary to infer trees in a separate step for comparison 
against the reference topology. As a general rule we carried this out as just described, i.e. by 
using the synologous gene family as input into the Bayesian inference software MRBAYES 
[41]. Two drawbacks of this approach are the resource (CPU and memory) demands 
associated with inference from large datasets, and the complexity of extracting and 
interpreting topology data for all minimal subtrees that include synologs, particularly when 
taking into account the relative support for relevant bipartitions. 
We realised that there is an opportunity to address both of these drawbacks for the subset of families 
(about one-third: see later) that contain only a few (here: one or two) synologs. For each such gene 
family, we de-replicated synologs in all combinations, yielding a set of alignments in which each 
genome is represented only once; see  
Figure 3 for an example. Then from each alignment we inferred a Bayesian phylogenetic tree. 
As each family contains either one or two synologs, for each we generate either two or four 
trees, each of which we compare separately against the reference supertree and can easily 
automate the extraction of the relevant congruence relationship. This approach, adapted from 
[21], could in principle be extended to greater numbers of synologs per family, although at 
exponential cost. 
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Figure 3. Testing the source of synologs in multi-copy gene families. The illustrated example is a 
family with a single synolog, in which genome A has two gene copies, a1 and a2. The synologs were 
de-replicated in all combinations, yielding two sets of alignments in which each genome is 
represented only once. A Bayesian phylogenetic tree was constructed for each of these alignments, 
and the tree was compared against the reference species phylogeny. There are four possible outcomes 
in such a comparison with respect to the reference phylogeny: (a) both trees of the de-replicated 
alignments are concordant, suggesting both a1 and a2 are paralogs; in (b) and (c), either one of the 
trees is concordant while the other is discordant, suggesting each of a1 and a2 is either a paralog or a 
xenolog (but not both); and (d) both trees are discordant, suggesting both a1 and a2 have a complex 
history, i.e. be a paralog, a xenolog or both. The labels for each inference of synolog are shown for 
multi-copy gene families (mc), in cases of within-gene transfer (small letters) and whole-gene transfer 
(all capital letters).   
Within-gene (fragmentary) genetic transfer 
We applied a two-phase strategy [42] to detect recombination in each of the 1354 gene 
families. Three statistical tests [43-45] were used in the first phase to detect the occurrences 
of recombination based on discrepancies in phylogenetic signals within each gene family, and 
recombination was inferred when at least two of the three tests show a p-value ≤ 0.10. A 
rigorous Bayesian phylogenetic approach, as implemented in DualBrothers [40], was applied 
in the second phase to locate the recombination breakpoints more precisely in gene families 
that showed evidence of recombination in the first phase. The inferred recombination within 
these gene families represents the evidence of fragmentary genetic transfer, as one or more 
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concordant discordant
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breakpoints that separate the sequence set into two topologically distinct regions are present 
within the gene families. 
Of the 1354 gene families, we found 401 (29.6%) that show evidence of within-family 
recombination after the first phase screening. Of these families, 252 (18.6% of 1354) show 
clear evidence of recombination based on Bayesian phylogenetic analysis in the second 
phase, with Bayesian posterior probability (BPP) support ≥ 0.500 for the dominant topology 
on at least one side of the inferred breakpoint in each family. For 68 families (5.0%) we could 
identify a recombination breakpoint, but no sequence region has BPP ≥ 0.500; we labelled 
these as inconclusive. For a further 81 families (6.0%), recombination was detected in the 
first phase but no recombination breakpoint could be identified in the second phase. No 
evidence of recombination was detected in 953 (70.4%) gene families in the first-phase 
screening. 
Of the 252 gene families that show clear evidence of within-gene (fragmentary) genetic 
transfer, 98 families are single-copy gene families (sc-lgt) while the other 154 are multi-copy 
gene families (mc-lgt). Phylogenetic discrepancy at different regions across a gene-family 
alignment can sometimes be due to regional (e.g. domain-specific) differences in rates of 
nucleotide substitution in one or more sequences. We looked specifically for such differential 
rates (µ ≥ 0.30, from DualBrothers) but did not observe any instances that span the inferred 
breakpoints. This suggests that the breakpoints inferred herein indeed arise from genetic 
recombination.  
To examine possible functional bias pertaining to fragmentary genetic transfer within the 252 
families, we used annotations from the TIGR Comprehensive Microbial Resource 
(http://cmr.tigr.org/) to assign a functional category (TIGR role category) to each family. 
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Figure 4 shows the proportions of proteins in each functional category for (a) single-copy (sc-
lgt) and (b) multi-copy (mc-lgt) gene families for which we inferred fragmentary genetic 
transfer, compared to their frequencies in the full (1354-family) staphylococcal dataset. 
Families affected by fragmentary genetic transfer are significantly either over- or under-
represented in more than half of the TIGR role categories, and this is the case for both single- 
and multi-copy gene families. Families affected by fragmentary transfer are significantly 
over-represented, compared with expectation, in the energy metabolism, DNA metabolism, 
protein fate, amino acid biosynthesis, nucleotide synthesis, and transcription categories for 
both sc-lgt and mc-lgt. On the other hand, both types of families are significantly under-
represented in the hypothetical protein, transport and binding, regulatory-function categories. 
Families involved in protein synthesis are over-represented in sc-lgt but under-represented in 
mc-lgt, while protein families of unknown function are biased in the opposite direction. 
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Figure 4. Representation of functional categories assigned to protein sequences corresponding to gene 
families in Staphylococcus species that show evidence of within-gene (fragmentary) genetic transfer 
(yellow bars) for (a) single-copy gene families, sc-lgt and (b) multi-copy gene families, mc-lgt. The 
blue bars show the representation of these same functional categories in the full dataset (1354 
families, 13297 proteins). Categories are numbered differently for panels (a) and (b) as shown in the 
boxes. Significance of over- or under-representation is represented by single (p ≤ 0.05) and double 
asterisks (p ≤ 0.01). 
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Whole-gene (non-fragmentary) genetic transfer 
Of the 1354 staphylococcal gene families under consideration, we have so far inferred within-
gene transfer for 320 (252 as clear instances of LGT, and a further 68 for which evidence was 
deemed inconclusive). We now turn to the 1034 remaining families: 953 recombination-
negative from the first phase, plus 81 recombination-positive from the first phase but 
breakpoint-negative from the second. For each we inferred a Bayesian phylogenetic tree, and 
compared it with the reference supertree generated from 2645 putatively orthologous families 
in these 13 genomes using the method of matrix representation with parsimony (MRP) [46]; 
see Materials and Methods for further details. The MRP supertree is shown in Figure 5. Four 
species of Staphylococcus species are represented among the 13 genomes, each monophyletic 
according to our analysis. Whole-gene recombination was inferred in a gene family if the tree 
topology is discordant with that of the reference tree.  
The 1034 gene families can be divided into three classes based on the number of synologs 
present in each family. The number of gene families with trees concordant or discordant with 
the reference supertree for each category is shown in Table 3. 
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Figure 5. Reference supertree for the 13 staphylococcal genomes, rooted based on previous 
phylogenetic study on Staphylococcus species using small subunit rRNA genes [47] that gives S. 
saprophyticus as the outgroup. 
Table 3. Counts of inferred whole-gene transfer based on topological comparison between the phylogenetic tree 
inferred for each gene family and the reference supertree. The frequency of concordance and discordance in 
these families, based on four maximum-likelihood tests, are shown; proportions are relative to the total dataset 
of 1354 gene families. Labels of different categories follow the description in Table 2. 
Category 
Tree comparison based on maximum-likelihood tests 
Concordant Discordant 
Single-copy gene families, no 
synologs (SC) 
684 
SC-neg 
90 
SC-LGT 
Families with one or two synologs 
each (within MC) 
54 
MC-neg-P 
38 
MC-LGT 
Families with more than two 
synologs each (within MC) 
14 
MC-neg-P 
154 
MC-LGT 
Total number of families (%) 752 (55.5%) 282 (20.8%) 
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Among the 774 of these families in SC, 90 (12%) show topological discordance and represent LGT 
involving orthologs, whereas no evidence of LGT was found among the other 684 (88%). Among the 
260 of these families in MC, however, the outcome was very different: 192 (74%) are discordant vis-
à-vis the reference topology, and only 68 (26%) concordant. Of these 260 families, 92 contain one or 
two synologs each, and 168 contain more than two. Of the 92 families in the former group, 38 (41%) 
revealed evidence of whole-gene LGT whereas, remarkably, among the 168 in the latter group, fully 
154 (92%) did so. Using our synolog de-replication approach ( 
Figure 3), we could further classify the 38 MC-LGT families with one or two synologs into 
five for which all synologs are paralogs but not xenologs (MC-LGT-P), 21 for which 
synologs are either paralogs or xenologs but not both (MC-LGT-P/X), and 12 with more-
complex histories (MC-LGT-PX). 
Figure 6 shows the proportions of proteins in each TIGR role functional category within (a) 
single-copy (SC-LGT) and (b) multi-copy (MC-LGT) gene families for which we inferred 
whole-gene transfer, compared to their frequencies in the full staphylococcal dataset. The 
proteins in these families are significantly either over- or under-represented in more than half 
of the TIGR role categories, although with more-numerous and greater differences between 
single- and multi-copy gene families than was observed for fragmentary transfer. Single-copy 
families affected by whole-gene transfer are significantly over-represented, compared with 
expectation, in the protein synthesis, central intermediary metabolism and transcription 
categories are significantly over-represented, suggesting that these Staphylococcus genomes 
appear to have been more receptive to introgression of whole genes that encode for these 
protein functions when no indigenous copy was already present in the genome, or if an 
indigenous copy was present it was replaced or subsequently lost.  
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Figure 6. Representation of functional categories assigned to protein sequences corresponding to gene 
families in Staphylococcus species that show evidence of whole-gene transfer (yellow bars) for (a) 
single-copy gene families, SC-LGT and (b) multi-copy gene families, MC-LGT. The blue bars show 
the representation of these same functional categories in the full dataset (1354 families, 13297 
proteins). Categories are numbered differently for panels (a) and (b) shown in the boxes. Significance 
of over- or under-representation is represented by single (p ≤ 0.05) and double asterisks (p ≤ 0.01). 
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Correspondingly, families in these same functional categories are significantly under-
represented in MC-LGT, suggesting that these genomes have been less receptive to the 
integration of genes encoding these functions when multiple copies already exist. Families 
engaged in cellular processes are over-represented in SC-LGT, particularly those involved in 
toxin production and resistance (p = 1.7 × 10-4), while families involved in complex 
regulatory functions including energy metabolism are under-represented. Families involved 
in cell envelope functions, and those related to mobile and extra-chromosomal genetic 
elements, are over-represented in MC-LGT. Families implicated in fatty acid metabolism and 
signal transduction are under-represented in both SC-LGT and MC-LGT. 
Correlation of transferred genomic regions with protein structural domains 
Within each gene family for which we found evidence of within-gene (fragmentary) genetic 
transfer, we further asked whether the transferred coding regions correlate with protein 
structural domains. We obtained domain information for each protein by sequence similarity 
matching to entries in the Pfam [48] and SCOP [49] databases. For each inferred 
recombination breakpoint, we computed a breakpoint-to-boundary distance that represents 
the distance (in amino acid residues) between an inferred breakpoint and the nearest 
annotated domain boundary. If the transferred gene regions are correlated with domain 
structure, inferred breakpoints will be located close to domain boundaries (i.e. the breakpoint-
to-boundary distance will be smaller than would be expected under a model that incorporates 
no correlation). The distribution of observed distances was compared against a distribution of 
expected distances generated via permutation (see Materials and Methods). Figure 7 shows 
the breakpoint-to-boundary distances obtained for (a) single-copy gene families, i.e. sc-lgt 
and (b) multi-copy gene families, i.e. mc-lgt. For each, we show the (i) observed distances, 
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(ii) expected distances, and (iii) a quantile-quantile plot between the observed and expected 
distances.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Distances between inferred breakpoint and the nearest protein domain boundary in (a) 
single-copy gene families (sc-lgt) and (b) multi-copy gene families (mc-lgt) in these Staphylococcus 
genomes. (i) Observed distances, (ii) expected distances averaged from 100000 permuted 
breakpoints, and (iii) the quantile-quantile plot between the observed and expected distances, are 
shown for each of (a) and (b), respectively.  
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For both sc-lgt and mc-lgt, we find minimal but significant differences between observed and 
expected distances (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D values < 0.2, p < 10-10), and the observed 
distances are shorter than expected up to about 50 amino acid residues (Figures 6a(iii) and 
6b(iii)). For mc-lgt, although not all breakpoint-to-boundary distances are significantly closer 
than expected, 41.5% of the inferred breakpoints are ≤ 30 amino acid residues from the 
nearest domain boundary. 
Discussion 
Most phylogenetic approaches to quantifying LGT in prokaryotes [20, 21, 50], including a 
recent study on eight genomes of Staphylococcus [23], have been limited by the intrinsic 
assumption that the unit of genetic transfer is a whole gene. Discordance of topology between 
a gene-family tree and the reference tree has been interpreted as prima facie evidence that a 
gene has been transferred from one lineage into another. We recently reported a rigorous 
phylogenetic approach in which we examined the extent of LGT in prokaryotes without 
restricting the unit of transfer to be a whole gene [29], and found, within a set of single-copy 
gene families in 144 prokaryote genomes [20], that within-gene genetic transfer is about 
twice as frequent as the transfer of entire genes (or larger units). By adopting a similar 
approach to 1354 gene families from 13 Staphylococcus genomes in the current study, we 
found clear evidence of LGT in 354 families (252 in sc-lgt, 90 in SC-LGT, 12 in MC-LGT-
PX; 26.1% of 1354), and probably more in another 243 families (68 inconclusive, 175 in MC-
LGT-P/X; 17.9% of 1354), in which the origins of synologs cannot be determined. Within-
gene (18.6%) and whole-gene (20.8%) transfer contribute almost equally to the discordance 
of the gene families against the reference species phylogeny. We observed a higher frequency 
of genetic transfer involving multi-copy than single-copy gene families, some of which can 
be explained by LGT alone, but most of which may reflect more-complex evolutionary 
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histories involving (for example) multiple LGT and gene duplication events, gene conversion 
and/or lineage sorting. On the other hand, our approach cannot detect recombination between 
genomic lineages that are terminal and adjacent on a given gene-family tree, and to the extent 
such transfer has actually taken place, our estimates are necessarily low by the corresponding 
amount. 
LGT and gene duplication have been proposed to be the major contributing factors of 
functional innovations in the genomes of prokaryotes [51]. Through LGT, advantageous 
genes that are not otherwise present within a lineage can be integrated into the genome and 
contribute to the organism’s fitness, while gene duplication can relax selective constraints, 
allowing gene products to explore specialised functions. Following duplication, a genetic 
region can lose its original function (non-functionalisation), gain a novel function 
(neofunctionalisation), or take on a specialised part of the original function 
(subfunctionalisation) [52]. Hooper and Berg [53] proposed that duplication is more common 
among laterally transferred genes than among indigenous ones. Based on the results 
presented here we cannot reject this assertion, as we found a large number of multi-copy gene 
families that show evidence of whole-gene LGT.  
Families for which we infer LGT are represented at frequencies significantly different from 
expectation in more than half of these TIGR role (functional) categories. Their patterns of 
over- and under-representation differ more between single-copy and multi-copy families for 
whole-gene than for fragmentary LGT. Families involved in protein synthesis and affected by 
LGT, whether within- or whole-gene, are very significantly over-represented among single-
copy families but very significantly under-represented among multi-copy families, suggesting 
that these Staphylococcus genomes are more susceptible to introgression via LGT of genes 
encoding protein-synthetic enzymes when no similar copy is already present in the recipient 
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genome than when multiple copies already exist. Biases of this magnitude between the two 
types of families are also seen for the TIGR role categories of cell envelope, central 
intermediary metabolism, and transcription in the case of whole-gene transfer, and for 
proteins of unknown function in the case of fragmentary transfer. Our results demonstrate 
that some genes that encode informational proteins are susceptible to both within-gene and 
whole-gene LGT in Staphylococcus; the introgression of these genetic fragments into the 
bacterial genome could be an important repair process to preserve gene function. 
For whole-gene transfer we likewise found significant bias in favour of single-gene families, 
in the frequency of protein families engaged in toxin production and resistance. This result 
suggests that the broad distribution of antibiotic resistance across the different isolates of 
Staphylococcus [15] might be explained, at least in part, by the tendency of these organisms 
to incorporate these genes in their entirety via LGT when no similar sequences already 
existed in the recipient genome. 
We previously reported, in 144 prokaryote genomes, that the locations of recombination 
breakpoints are correlated with protein domain boundaries [54]. Here, for within-gene genetic 
transfer in Staphylococcus genomes, we found weak (although significant) correlation 
between inferred breakpoints and annotated protein domain boundaries. The relative 
weakness of the correlation, compared to what we observed earlier, can probably be 
attributed to the similarity of the sequences in the Staphylococcus dataset, which comprises 
13 Staphylococcus genomes including nine isolates of S. aureus. The overall pairwise 
nucleotide sequence similarity across all gene families is high, ranging from 0.47 to 0.99 
(mean 0.74 ± 0.12 s.d.). In the previous study [54] we showed that correlation between 
breakpoint locations and domain boundaries is lower when sequence similarity is high 
(nucleotide identity > 0.5). The reason for this may be twofold: highly similar sequences are 
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unlikely to be disruptive of protein domain boundaries, even when the recombination 
breakpoint is distant; and breakpoints become increasingly difficult to locate precisely at high 
similarity between introgressed and native sequences, as characteristic differences necessarily 
become less-frequent. 
The events of LGT and genetic duplication (i.e. xenologous and paralogous genes) are two 
contributing factors that shape the functional evolution of certain protein families in 
prokaryotes [55]. Our results demonstrate that both of these events also play an important 
part among the factors that contribute to functional innovation in staphylococcal genomes. 
Nevertheless, the extent of genetic transfer in these genomes might be underestimated in the 
current study, as complicated evolutionary history with multiple events of genetic transfer 
and/or genetic duplication, e.g. recombination between two synologs or duplication of 
synologs, may not have been possible to detect with the available methodology. 
Materials and Methods 
Data 
The thirteen fully sequenced genomes of Staphylococcus as of 7 September 2006 were 
downloaded from GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), as shown in Table 4. 
All protein-coding sequences (34066) were clustered into 2924 protein families based on 
similarity matching via a Markov clustering algorithm (inflation parameter 1.1) [56]. These 
families consist of homologous protein sequences; some include one or more copies of genes, 
i.e. synologs. Multiple sequence alignment was performed on each protein family using T-
COFFEE [57] with four combinations of gap opening (25, 50) and gap extension (0, 10) 
penalties, and using MUSCLE [58] with default settings. The alignments were validated 
using a pattern-centric objective function [59], in which the alignment that was assigned the 
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highest score by the objective function was selected as the optimal alignment for each protein 
family.    
Table 4. Thirteen genomes of Staphylococcus used in this study, with their respective RefSeq accession numbers 
and the total number of coding sequences. 
Genome (Staphylococcus sp.) RefSeq accession Number of coding 
sequences 
S. aureus RF122  NC_007622 2515 
S. aureus subsp. aureus COL  NC_002951 2618 
S. aureus subsp. aureus MRSA252  NC_002952 2656 
S. aureus subsp. aureus MSSA476  NC_002953 2598 
S. aureus subsp. aureus Mu50  NC_002758 2731 
S. aureus subsp. aureus MW2  NC_003923 2632 
S. aureus subsp. aureus N315  NC_002745 2619 
S. aureus subsp. aureus NCTC8325  NC_007795 2892 
S. aureus subsp. aureus USA300 NC_007793 2604 
S. epidermidis ATCC12228  NC_004461 2485 
S. epidermidis RP62A  NC_002976 2526 
S. haemolyticus JCSC1435  NC_007168 2676 
S. saprophyticus subsp. saprophyticus ATCC 15305  NC_007350 2514 
 
The protein alignments were converted into nucleotide sequence alignments, in which the 
nucleotide triplets were arranged to parallel exactly the protein alignment in each case. For 
these nucleotide sequence alignments, we require family size N ≥ 4 because 4 is the minimum 
size that can yield distinct topologies if every sequence in the family is unique. We identified 
sets of identical nucleotide sequences and removed (at random) all but one copy of each, after 
which families with N < 4 (1493, 51.1%) were excluded from the analysis. Almost all of the 
identical copies (99.9%) removed from the dataset represented organisms from the same 
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species or strain. In addition, families with N > 52 (77, 2.6%) were excluded, since inference 
of phylogeny on such large families, most of which (56, 1.9%) have N > 70, would create 
problems both with inference and with interpretation. In this way, our final dataset used was 
reduced to 1354 families (4 ≤ N ≤ 52) encompassing 13297 genes (39.0% of all genes 
available in these genomes). 
Reference species tree 
As reference phylogenetic tree for the 13 species we computed a supertree using matrix 
representation with parsimony [46] from 2645 putatively orthologous protein families 
generated from all 34066 protein-coding sequences via a hybrid clustering approach [60]. 
The distances among the species were calculated using CLANN version 2.0.1 [61] before 
matrix and tree reconstruction using PAUP* version 4.0 [62]. 
Detecting within-gene (fragmentary) genetic transfer 
A two-phase strategy [42] was used for detecting recombination in the gene families. Three 
statistics, maximal chi-squared [44], neighbour similarity score [45] and pairwise homoplasy 
index implemented in PhiPack [43], were first used to detect evidence of recombination 
events within the sequence sets based on discrepancies in phylogenetic signals. Each test 
yields a p-value indicating the statistical significance of such phylogenetic discrepancy, i.e. 
the presence of a recombination event. Datasets with at least two of the three p-values ≤ 0.10 
were considered as positives. Once evidence of recombination was identified in a gene 
family, we used DualBrothers [40] to define the breakpoints more precisely. The program 
was run with MCMC chain length = 2500000, burnin = 500000, window_length = 5 and 
Peter Green’s constant C = 0.25. The MCMC search space was determined separately for 
each gene family, in which the search space represents a list of all possible phylogenetic trees 
that could be inferred from shorter segments within the sequence set. MRBAYES (MCMC 
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chain length = 2500000, burnin = 500000, nucmodel = 4by4, rates=gamma, ngammacat = 4) 
was used to infer unrooted phylogenetic trees for each partition (window) that was slid across 
the alignment (window length = 100, sliding size = 50; unit in alignment position). The 
inferred trees within the threshold at Bayesian Confidence Interval (BCI) of 90% were 
included in the initial tree list, with the maximum set at 1000. Gene families that show 
evidence of recombination are inferred to have undergone one or more events of fragmentary 
genetic transfer. 
Detecting whole-gene (non-fragmentary) genetic transfer 
For each gene family in which no evidence of recombination was found in the first-phase 
screening, and for those positive in the first-phase screening but in which no recombination 
breakpoint could be detected, we inferred a Bayesian phylogenetic tree and compared its 
topology against that of the species reference tree. Whole-gene (non-fragmentary) genetic 
transfer was inferred if the topologies were significantly discordant. The approach for 
analysis of genetic transfer in families that contain one or more synologs is adopted from a 
previous study [21]. Each gene family containing m number of genes that are represented by 
n number of genomes was categorised into three separate classes: (a) those with no synolog, 
m = n; (b) those with one or two synologs, m > n and m ≤ n + 2; and (c) those with more than 
two synologs, m > n + 2. For (a) families with no synologs, topological discordance between 
a gene tree and the reference supertree implies a whole-gene genetic transfer via LGT. For 
each family in (b), two or four new alignment sets were generated by removing replicate 
synologs in all combinations, then inferring and comparing trees. Discordance between one 
or more of these gene trees and the reference supertree implies acquisition of a synolog in the 
family via LGT. For (c) families with more than two synologs, generation and analysis of de-
replicated trees in all possible combinations quickly becomes impractical. For these families, 
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we compared the gene tree directly to the reference supertree; discordance suggests whole-
gene recombination and might be explained by one or more events as discussed in the text. 
Individual gene-family trees were inferred from DNA alignments using MRBAYES [41] 
with MCMC chain length = 2500000, burnin = 500000, and model = K2P [63]. The 
phylogeny of each gene family was compared against the reference supertree using four 
maximum-likelihood tests at 95% confidence level: the Shimodaira-Hasegawa test [64], the 
one- and two-sided Kishino-Hasegawa tests [65, 66], and expected likelihood weights [67], 
all as implemented in Tree-Puzzle 5.1 [68]. Discordance between the two trees was inferred 
when significant exclusion of the reference tree was indicated in more than two of the four 
tests. Such discordance was taken as prima facie evidence of whole-gene (non-fragmentary) 
genetic transfer. 
Functional analysis of gene families 
Functional information for each protein sequence was retrieved from the Comprehensive 
Microbial Resource (CMR) at The Institute for Genomic Research website 
(http://cmr.tigr.org/), based on TIGR role identifiers and categorisation at Level 1. Over- or 
under-representation of functional categories was based on the probability of observing a 
defined number of target groups (or categories) in a subsample, given a process of sampling 
without replacement from the whole dataset (as defined in each case: see text) under a 
hypergeometric distribution [69]. The probability of observing x number of a particular target 
category is described as: 
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in which N is the total population size, m is the size of the target category within the 
population, n is the total size of the subsample, and k is the size of the target category within 
the subsample.  
Correlation between breakpoint location and protein domain boundary 
Protein domain and boundary information for each protein in the dataset (N = 13297) was 
determined by sequence similarity search against domain entries (type = ‘domain’) in Pfam 
version 20 [48] and SCOP version 1.69 [49]. The breakpoint-to-boundary distance, adapted 
from previous studies [70, 71], is defined as the distance from an inferred recombination 
breakpoint to the nearest annotated domain boundary, in the unit of amino acid residues. The 
expected breakpoint-to-boundary distance was obtained by averaging the distances from a 
series 100000 permutations. Each permutation was carried out by assigning a random 
recombination breakpoint in the sequence and calculating the distance of the breakpoint to 
the closest domain boundary that is annotated on the sequence. The distributions of observed 
and expected distances were then compared using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [72]. 
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